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Topher Park

EDITOR’S LETTER

A couple years ago, I received a pair of leather gloves 
as a gift. Never having worn gloves in the past, I did 

not think much about utilizing these now, but I gave it a 
try. I wore them once, then twice, then again and soon 
enough this item became a stable piece in my wardrobe. 
Like the gloves, toph&her started off as a skeptical idea. 
When Mr. Oscar Ho and I decided to snap a couple photos 
and put them out in the world, it led to more and soon 
digital magazine issues. We have discovered a great deal 
because we took a chance. It has been a remarkable year of 
growing and collaborating with a range of inf luencers and 
artists. Thank you for taking a chance and joining us on 
this journey. Welcome to our fourth and last issue of the 
year of toph&her. 
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DAILY ESSENTIALS

Fashionable looks are created with clothes, conidence and health. Here are a few of our favorites to keep you looking 
healthy and ready to take on this season in full conidence.
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Having versatile stylish hair requires the help of an equally versatile hair cream. Layrite gives my hair a perfectly 
messy yet naturally textured look. All it takes is a touch of cream to look good, smell good and most importantly, 

feel good. 
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Layrite
Natural Matte Cream

Andre Datyelian
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I avoid that oily lotion feeling and still stay moisturized with Gold’s. he lotion quickly settles in, smoothing out gym 
calluses, withered elbows and keeps my skin feeling smooth like butter.

Gold Bond
Men’s Everyday Moisturizer

Nic Alves
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Maintaining clean and healthy skin requires proper care. A dab of Aesop’s hydrating cream in the morning and night 
keeps my face rejuvenated round the clock. he cream’s matte inish prevents oily feels and inishes of with a rich 

chamomile aroma. 

Aesop
Camellia Nut Facial Hydrating Cream

Topher Park
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THE COLLECTION
Featuring Mary J. Park

Stay warm and fashionable with the winter collection this season. 

Words by Topher Park   
Photography by Oscar Ho  
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A versatile outerwear piece that can be paired 
with casual and professional looks. Classic 
colors including beige, camel, black or olive 
will adjust to your wardrobe and complete your 
look. 
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A subtle yet elegant scarf makes the entire look. 
A good mix of earth tones and calm designs will 
do all the work for you.
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A clean pair of boots will compliment this season’s looks and keep your ankles warm against the 
chilly breeze. Suede slip-ons or polished leather will do the trick.
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Look cozy and stay cozy with knitted pieces. 
Sweaters work well alone or paired with collared 
shirts. For that extra warmth and look, slip on a 
turtleneck.
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WINTER TUNES
Words by Mary J. Park

An easy-going playlist to accomodate this season’s feels.

1. Supermodel – SZA

2.  Go Gina – SZA

3.  Saw You In A Dream– he Japanese House

4.  Best Part (feat. H.E.R.) – Daniel Caesar

5.  Ice El Hielo– La Santa Cecilia

6.  Sativa – Jhene Aiko, Swae Lee

7.  Easy Love – Lauv

8.  Dreams – Joakim Karud

9.  Late Night – GoldLink, Masego

10.  Feels Like – NAO
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FANTASY FOOTBALL
Words by Andre Datyelian

We’re at the halfway point of the year so hopefully your team still has a chance to make the playofs, but if you’ve 
already given up, here are your fantasy award winners. . . so far.

30
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MVP so far – Todd Gurley II 
Leading the leagues in touchdowns is one thing but leading standard PPR leagues in points is no easy feat. Easily 
the MVP so far this season on the ield and in mobile phones everywhere. With a second round value to start the 

year, it’s easy to be happy if Gurley is on your team.

Rookie of the Year so far – Kareem Hunt

his one was tough because Leonard Fournette has put up consistent great numbers but missing week seven to 
injury is what put Hunt over the top. Starting his year with a fumble and then one of the most insane fantasy 
points games of the year shows the impact a rookie can have in real life and for your fantasy team. Kansas City and 

fantasy owners have forgotten of Jamal Charles when Hunt became the new workhorse in town.

Free Agent of the Year so far – Deshaun Watson
Starting the year as the back up kept Watson of most standard league owner’s rosters. Once he became the starter 
though, it took no time for him to show why he is a true starter for your fantasy team. Consider him a top-5 QB 

for the rest of the year.
 

Bust of the Year so far – Adrian Peterson
here are a few players who could be on here because of injury but I prefer to place bust of the year on a player that’s 
actually playing. Yes, moving to Arizona has reinvigorated AP and hopefully he resurges his season. Although, 
for the year he is a bust even for how low he was being drated. Marlon Mack is currently outscoring him in PPR 

leagues. Who is Marlon Mack?
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